Map usage on handheld devices suffers from limited screen size and the minimal attention that users can dedicate to them in mobile situations. This work examines effects of automating navigation features like zooming and panning as well as other features such as rotation, path finding and artifact representation on the mobile navigation experience. Described are five claims and early support for these features in the police work domain.
Introduction
This research seeks to explore any correlation between the type of task and level of automation in handheld navigation to better support task performance for mobile workers. This is especially necessary for mobile users in critical domains, such as security officers, emergency response and utility repair units. However, automation should support the user. Thus, design choices regarding which features should be automated must be based on the type of task a user needs to perform [3] . Using an established framework, IRC, we aim to investigate suitability of our claims in the work domain of mobile security officers.
Navigation support
Navigation support in police cars has become widespread, and here the need for proper design of these support systems is evident [1] . As of yet, no prototypes of navigation support systems for police officers on foot have been described in the literature [4] . The need for and benefits of navigation support while on foot have primarily been demonstrated in other domains such as tourism, military and urban search and rescue domains [5] . Based on domain research and interviews with police officers, we distinguished three generic navigation task types in the police work domain:
• Directed navigation: Based on an occurring (often highpriority) incident, police officers make their way as fast as possible to the incident location.
• "Loosely-directed" navigation: During a surveillance round, police officers visit certain checkpoints, such as crime hotspots. They can decide for themselves when and in what order to visit these points.
•
Free navigation: Police officers walking their surveillance round must pay attention to safety in the streets and notice incidents or criminal circumstances wherever they occur. In this case, they may not have a destination they want to reach.
When navigation is not supported, problems can arise, such as missing or overshooting locations or hot-spots, inability to find a specific location, taking a wrong or inefficient route, and making general navigation errors. Task performance criteria can be defined for each type of task. In directed navigation, navigation speed and speed of response are all important. However, for the free task, the number of correctly identified incidents is important. Using the Interruption-Reaction-Comprehension (IRC) framework by McCrickard et al [2] , we aim to model the appropriateness of our automated navigation features to support different types of tasks. In our model, Interruption should be low for Directed, medium for Loosely-directed and high for Free tasks. Reaction should be high for Directed and medium for Loosely-directed and Free tasks. Finally, Comprehension should be low for Directed and high for Loosely-directed and Free tasks.
Navigation Features
Analyzing the literature on mobile navigation resulted in identification of five core navigation features. Zooming, the ability to magnify or shrink a map; panning, the ability to dragand-release a map to glance at the surrounding area; rotation, the ability to modify the heading of a map; path finding or preservation, determining the shortest or fastest path between two points or preserving the integrity of predetermined routes; and artifact representation, disabling or enabling representations of real world objects or landmarks overlaid on the map. Zooming, panning and rotation features are powerful and necessary navigation features for small screen displays. They are intuitive as Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. well as familiar to most users and do not clutter the user interface. Path finding or preservation and artifact representation features assist in locating off-screen or onscreen landmarks or artifacts.
Claims
Using these core features, we derived automated navigation support claims. However, not every claim is suitable for every type of task. Below, we present our claims and indicate for each claim whether it might be suitable for a Directed, Looselydirected or Free task respectively. '+' is used for very suitable, '+/-' for somewhat suitable and '-' for not suitable.
Auto-zoom (+, +/-, -):
Zooming in maps gives a better sense of orientation and control of the amount of information that the user is exposed to. However, the user needs to constantly manipulate the map to make better decisions about their environment. By automation zooming, the UI automatically changes the zoom level of the map so that the user and the destination are always displayed on the screen. This gives users flexibility in choosing their paths and ability to easily determine their location in relation to their destination. A glance of the user every once in a while conveys most of the information they need. See Figure 1 .
Auto-pan (-, +/-, +/-):
Panning promotes intuitive direct and free manipulation, but users must constantly interact with the map to use this feature. By automating panning, the UI automatically pans the map to keep the user in the center of the screen. This feature is most useful to users unfamiliar to their environment, because they are provided with a direction to their destination by an arrow. See Figure 2 .
Auto-rotate (+, +, +/-):
The user interface automatically rotates the map to match users' orientation and heading in the real world. This makes it easier for users to match routes and artifacts on the map to landmarks in the real world.
Path Visualization (+, +/-, -):
The fastest or shortest route is indicated as a colored line between user's location and destination. This route automatically updates as users change their location, resulting in less navigational and mental strain on the user. The user can also manipulate the route in the display. 
Artifact Presentation (+/-, +/-, +/-):
The user interface changes the amount and nature of artifacts that are overlaid on the map at any given time. For example, the user interface could filter nonrelevant artifacts, or present a stylized map versus a realistic map. Although some relevant information may be blocked, users' focus on the task is maintained.
These claims can be compounded in various ways to increase or fine tune their suitability to a task. For example, consider a handheld device with all the automated features. In such a situation, security officers performing their rounds (a looselydirected task) would experience auto-pan, auto-rotation and artifact presentation. This would minimize user interaction and maximize artifact visibility, discoverability and as a result situational awareness. However, if an incident occurs nearby, the task type changes from loosely-directed to directed task. Subsequently, the interface changes to a combination of auto--zoom, auto-rotate and path visualization. The user would see the fastest route to the incident location, while his heading and distance determine the zoom level. This way, the features help the security officer get to the incident location as effectively as possible, while revealing greater detail and more information as the officer closes in on the destination.
Conclusion & Future Work
To be able to test the validity of our predictions we plan to implement prototypes of our claims and test them with domain experts as well as everyday users. This will enable us to collect valuable suggestions from domain experts and test the intuitiveness of our designs with inexperienced users. The use of IRC questionnaires helps to determine the actual IRC scores for our features. These values will be compared with our IRC model to determine the validity of our claims. In doing this, the appropriateness of our automated handheld navigation support features can be optimized.
